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Operations Manager - Bend, Oregon

Headquartered in Bend, Oregon since 2013, DrinkTanks® is seeking to fill an Operations Manager role. This is an

opportunity for you to have an impact on a growing company.  We are looking for a qualified candidate that can jump in

and think fast on their feet to maintain and further develop our operations to meet our growing needs. This position will

primarily work remotely in the immediate future with occasional work on-site at both the DrinkTanks office in Bend and

in our Portland warehouse. This is a full-time position.

Who We Are

Founded in 2013, Bend, Oregon-based DrinkTanks® makes premium growlers and beverage accessories. With our

complete Travel Keg™ system and adventure-ready cups and accessories, customers never compromise on flavor or

quality, no matter where life’s adventures take them. DrinkTanks believes everyone from beer connoisseurs to backyard

barbecuers deserve first-pour freshness, anytime, anywhere.

What You’d Do in the Role

● Lead operations and be a contributing member of our management team

● Roll up your sleeves to help out in a startup like environment. Our culture is based on an “all hands on deck”

attitude, so team members are eager and ready to jump in to get the job done and grow our company.

● Manage all DrinkTanks product inventory

● Expand and develop our demand planning strategy, including coordinating international shipments with our

team member in China

● Work closely with our Chinese suppliers with the support of one DrinkTanks team member in country

● Manage additional domestic vendors and suppliers

● Manage a small team of Warehouse and Operations personnel, including coordinating day-to-day operations

with our warehouse lead in Portland

● Support our Portland warehouse team on site a few times each month, including receiving large orders,

troubleshooting issues with equipment, and assisting with product customization

● Collaborate with the Sales and Marketing Teams to achieve our customers’ needs and meet key deadlines

● Manage and expand our customization and co-branding processes

● Develop, organize, and expand day-to-day processes, workflows, and SOPs

● Develop, implement, and monitor QC/QA process with our internal team and outside partners

● Provide reports and analysis on ROI and KPIs

● Collaborate with other department team members on special projects as directed

● Plus other duties and responsibilities that arise, as defined by the Manager

The Ideal Candidate...

● Is a natural project manager -- Goal-oriented, self-motivated, highly organized, and determined to complete

projects effectively

● Communicates and collaborates effectively and professionally with colleagues, outside agencies, vendors, and

customers

● Strong leadership skills

● Has at least two (2) years of relevant industry experience
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● Has the confidence to solve problems independently and with good judgment

● Can think through and understand processes at a high level to make optimal decisions on the ground day-to-day

● Shows adaptability and enthusiasm to do whatever is needed -- You’ll get the opportunity to help in other areas

of the business.

● Exhibits accountability and scrappiness – You do what you say you will, you follow through and know when to ask

for help, and you always figure out how to get the job done.

● Has excellent communication skills and a positive, people-friendly attitude

● Is tech-savvy and capable and efficient in all Microsoft Office programs and the Google Suite. Experience with

ERP systems is highly desirable.

● Maintains excellent email management

● Is able to work extended hours and/or weekends during the busy/peak/holiday seasons, as needed

Why work at DrinkTanks?

● We are a small, fun, tight-knit team that enjoy celebrating our success together!

● You would immediately make a personal impact on an established, successful, and growing company.

● No idea is too big or too small, and we encourage the individual ideas and creativity within our team.

● We are supportive and understanding of our team members’ lives and needs outside of work.

● Our products are best in class, and we never compromise on quality craftsmanship.

● We offer a robust benefits package, including unlimited PTO.

To apply: Please send a cover letter, resume, and three (3) professional references with the subject line "DrinkTanks

Operations Manager" to info@drinktanks.com.


